How to reach the IBM Client Center Brussels?

Important remark for visitors coming by car:
Since January, 1 2018 the IBM Client Center is located within the Low Emission Zone (LEZ) of the Brussels Capital Region. If you are planning to come with your own vehicle, please verify that your vehicle is allowed in this LEZ. You can do this here: https://lez.brussels/en

For visitors whose vehicle is registered outside Belgium:
You must register, using an electronic form, before your visit. This registration application is free of charge. All information can be found at https://lez.brussels/en

Address
IBM Client Center
IBM Client Center is located in the IBM HQ building Avenue du Bourget/Bourgetlaan, 42
B-1130 Brussels
Phone : + 32 2 339 55 60

Access map

By car
Coming from Brussels
Go to the Avenue Leopold III and follow that one until the indication towards the Nato. Take the road right to the Leopold lane and follow the Avenue du Bourget/Bourgetlaan The IBM building is at the right after about 500 meter.

Coming from the North or West (Antwerp, Gent,...)
Coming from the Ring around Brussels, take the exit Zaventem Airport, and directly take the right lane. Take the exit A201 Evere – Zaventem, and follow the direction Evere. As soon as you get to the A201, take the first exit to Diegem Kantorezone 2 (Diegem Industrie 2). At the crossroad go left, and drive under the viaduct, in the direction of Kouterfeld – Hermes. At the roundabout take the first exit, in the direction of E40 Diegem – Hermes.
Follow this road until the next roundabout, where you take the third exit. After 500 meters the IBM building is at your left hand.

**Coming from the East (Waterloo,...)**
Follow the outer ring until the exit Zaventem. Turn left (Heneaulaan) towards Machelen/Diegem and follow this road until you arrive at the roundabout. Take the third exit in the direction E40 Diegem-Hermes. Follow the road until the next roundabout, where you take the third exit. After 500 meter the IBM building is at your left hand.

**By Bus**
**Bus 65**
Place de Brouckère with NATO/BLS. For the timetable: [https://www.stib-mivb.be](https://www.stib-mivb.be)

**Bus 471**
The bus 471 links Brussels North Railway (at BH and BK busstop) with Keiberg Diegem and stops in front of our building Brussels Leopold Square. More info can be found on the website: [https://www.delijn.be](https://www.delijn.be)

**By train**
The nearest railway station is Diegem. More information on the train services on [https://www.belgiantrain.be](https://www.belgiantrain.be)